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Happy Diwali
We wish all our families
celebrating Diwali a joyful
and happy time from all of

the Wibsey family. Diwali is
celebrated by Hindus, Sikhs
and Jains. It is a festival of
lights and it is celebrated
with rows of lighted lamps.
During this festival, people
light up their houses. They
worship Lord Ganesha for
good welfare and
prosperity and Goddess
Lakshmi for wealth and
wisdom.

Whilst this year’s occasion
will be slightly different
due to the pandemic, it is
still a time to celebrate in
the best way possible.

reading from the
poem “For the Fallen”

Your children
commemorated
Remembrance with a
series of activities
over the course of
Wednesday. Children
from every year
group completed
their own work and
then shared what
they had done with
the rest of school via
a TEAMs online
Assembly. At 11.00am
we held a minute’s
silence followed by a

Monday Hot Choice
Pasta Arrabiata &
Garlic Bread

Next week’s Hot Meal
Menu:-

Tuesday Hot Choice
Sausage, Roast
Potatoes & Veg
Wednesday Hot Choice
Shepherd’s Pie
Thursday Hot Choice
Pizza and Chips
Friday Hot Choice
Fish and wedges
(All include halal options)

Everyday jacket,
sandwich, panini choices
are available as usual

Team Wibsey—we cope better together
If you can, get
some family
fresh air time
this weekend
NMCooper
Nigel M. Cooper

that the problems
faced before are still
with us.
Thank you for your
support of Children in
Need today. It is easy to
forget in the midst of all
our current Covid
troubles

You have always
shown great generosity
as a Wibsey School
community and it is
especially important at
this time

that we do what we can.
The last ask of the year
will be our Christmas
Appeal. This will be
launched soon and
again will focus on
supporting local
Bradford families in
need.
Thank you.

